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I saw a beautiful butterfly, flutter by my face.
I thought it slowed to look at me, I thought I saw its face.



I wondered where it came from, what a beautiful thing to see.
So I asked my Mom and Dad, and here’s what they told me.



Like all the creatures in this world, we start from an egg you know.
It is the same for the butterfly, but other changes does it go.



When the egg finally hatches,does the butterfly appear?



Not quite yet does that happen, 
it is a caterpillar my dear.



Now that caterpillar changes, 
by hanging on a branch.



Wrapping itself in a blanket of silk, 
giving metamorphosis a chance.



After some time sleeping, in its cocoon as its home.



It ventures out and dries its wings, to flutter and to roam.



The lovely lady butterfly, lays her eggs upon a leaf.



Then the cycle starts all over, and watching them is such a treat.



As we grow, we know we change; as we change, we know we grow.



Not unlike the butterfly, it is the way of life, you know.
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